How Can I Honor God in My Suffering?

Crossword Puzzle

Clues and Words taken from 2 Corinthians 4:7 - 18 (NIV)

Across
2. but _?_ is at work in you
4. but not _?_
9. pressed on _?_ side
12. not in _?_
13. fix our eyes on what is _?_
14. struck _?_
16. our _?_ body

Down
1. I _?_ therefore ...
3. unseen is _?_
4. jars of _?_
5. therefore I have _?_
6. we don't lose _?_
7. life of _?_ revealed in our body
8. carry around in our _?_
10. being given over to _?_
11. all-surpassing _?_
15. troubles achieve eternal _?_
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